QUICK SETTING MORTAR

Bedding Mortar
Jointing Mortar
Repair Products

D Gibson is an approved distributor for PAREX. The UK’s leader in specialist mortar systems for hard landscaping to BS 7533
standards and refurbishment. These range from gun-injected mortars and systems for bedding and jointing hard landscaping and repointing masonry, to specialist lime-based products for restoration and refurbishment of historic buildings. PAREX
also provides a range of specially formulated low modulus bedding and jointing mortars for situations where compliance
with BS7533 is required. In a recent new initiative bedding mortars are now available in silos .
EPROBED
Pre-mixed Portland cement based mortar suitable for the support of highway furniture. The mixed mortar, when placed, will
harden in approximately 10 minutes. The compressive strength gain will reach 20N/mm2 within 2 hours allowing early opening
of roads to vehicular traffic. The self contained product only needs to be mixed with water on site and the rapid setting assists
the re-bedding of manhole frames and the setting of new frame systems. The product is chloride free and can be safely used
with cast and steel units. The mortar can be placed in sections of 10mm to 75mm in thickness and greater thicknesses can be
built up in layers. After placement no special curing is required in moderate ambient conditions.
Uses include:
Re-bedding of raised manhole frames
Bedding of frames in new roads
Support of road furniture
25kg BAG

Code: MOR-DAVEPROBED

DAVMENT QSM
Pre-mixed Portland cement based mortar designed to give rapid high strength properties for the support of highway furniture.
The mixed mortar, when placed, will harden in approximately 10 minutes. The compressive strength gain will reach 22 N/mm2
in 1 hour allowing road opening to vehicular traffic within 3/4 to 1 hour.
The mortar can be placed in sections of 15mm to 50mm in thickness and greater thicknesses can be built up in layers. After
placement no special curing is required in moderate conditions.
Davment QSM is a British Board of Agreement Assured Data Sheet Product.
Uses include:
Re-bedding of raised manhole frames.
Support of road furniture.
Bedding of frames in new roads.
Setting sewer rings and gully grates.
25kg BAG

Code: MOR-DAVMENT25
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KERBFIX
Polyester resin based material used for the bedding and fixing of kerbstones
and precast barrier units to Macadam and concrete road surfaces. The product
is supplied as a two pack system ready for onsite mixing, the mixed mortar will
harden to give rapid strength gain reaching 25N/mm² in 2 hours. The bond
strength, when adhering kerbstones or concrete units to roadways, will allow
same day trafficking on trunk roads and estate roads
Uses include: Fixing of kerbstones to roadways.
Fixing of concrete barrier units.
Most rapid opening of newly fixed kerbs and concrete units
15 LTR TIN
Code: MOR-DAVKERB15

JOINTING MORTAR
PAREX Standard gun-injected mortars are specially formulated to provide high
quality, durable finishing for paving and hard landscaping projects.
They are technically-advanced, easy to use, economical and overcome the
variations and inconsistencies often experienced with on-site mixing of mortars.
A pumpable mortar with low water absorption, Standard Mortar gets right into the
joint, providing a complete fill for a high strength joint which will outlast traditional
pointing by many years.
The mortar is available in a range of ten standard colours
25kg BAG
Code: MOR-DAVJOIN25

HIGHWAY FASTPATCH
A two component product supplied as a pre-mixed Portland
cement based non-shrink powder component plus a copolymer latex gauging liquid. Highway Fastpatch can be used
for repairs where rapid access and usage is required.
The repair mortar enables a fair faced finish to be achieved
and will give protection to exposed reinforcing steel. Working
time is approximately 20 minutes and the mixed mortar,
when placed, will harden in approximately 10 minutes.
10KG TUB
Code: MOR-DAVFAST10

20KG BAG - FAST SET POST FIX
Fast setting concrete mix for fixing fence posts etc. in the ground
Code: MOR-DAVJOINT
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